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By Sala, Sharon

Harpercollins, Scranton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., 1997. Soft Cover. Book Condition: New. Reprint.
Romance paperback (reprint) Condition is new, a beautiful book.WRAPPED IN A PLASTIC BAG TO
PROTECT CONDITION OF BOOK.We have many other titles in this genre, and give discounts in
shipping on additional books sent in the same package. please contact us for info.Summary -
Fleeing from his past, Chance McCall starts over with a ranch job and falls in love with the boss's
daughter, Jennifer Ann Tyler, who loved him from the moment he hired on at the Triple T Ranch.
Through the passing years he has alays kept his distance, afraid that his checkered history and
uncertain future destroyed any chance for happiness with Jenny. But when an accident leaves
Chance with no memory, he must leave the ranch to come to terms with a hidden past. And until he
can find himself, Jenny will follow Chance McCall anywhere!.
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality ebook and the typeface used was interesting to learn. This can be for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading through. I am
just pleased to tell you that this is basically the very best ebook i actually have go through in my individual life and can be he finest book for at any time.
-- Mr. Carol Bergnaum IV-- Mr. Carol Bergnaum IV

This publication will not be straightforward to begin on studying but quite fun to see. It really is basic but shocks in the fi y percent of the ebook. I realized
this ebook from my dad and i advised this pdf to learn.
-- Bernadine Powlowski-- Bernadine Powlowski
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